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A heuristic method is proposed, locally adaptive to noise in the recognized image (text
and/or graphics). A modified image quality measure is defined. Using this measure, at
every step of the image division by a B-tree approach, a decision is made either for
continuation or for straight-forward binarization of the current subimage by a given
method (currently the Otsu's discriminant procedure is employed). Experimental results
are illustrated comparatively. Some improvements of the met hod under investigation are
also reported.
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Introduction

Binarization, i.e. discrimination of a halftone image into two classes, e.g. black (Object)
and white (Background), has always been an important stage in image pre-processing,
especially in text -and-graphics image recognition [1÷12]. Most commonly, the
binarization over an area D from the image can be done in two ways: (i) by a global
threshold τ , τ∈[L,R] , where τ is an integer and L and R are the leftmost and rightmost
bounds of the image greys, respectively, and (ii) by local thresholds τι , acting over
non-overlapping subregions Dι , ι=1,2,… , covering D. Usually, a reduced information
about the image is processed. According to the amount of this information, the
methods known [1, 2, 3] may be differentiated as:
• Non-contextual: by histograms of the grey scale distribution, cf. [4, 5, 6];
• Contextual: by second order statistics for neighbour pixel intensities, cf. [7];
• Other contextual ones: by gradient approaches [8], morphological ones, etc.
In the present work, a locally adaptive method of histogram type is considered for
the intuitive reason that the treatment of the image by parts will make against the
increased information loss.
2 Locally Adaptive Approaches to Binarization
Adaptation to image noise depends on the image decomposition approach to a great
extent. The most preferred way is to divide the image into congruent squares of size
(m×m), while the local threshold is computed over a larger en-compassing square
(n×n), n>m, to account for neighbour pixel correlation [2, 4, 9]. Also, the order of
scanning with windows is of crucial importance as shown in [4]. The dimensions n, m
are subject to experimental adjustment for different types of images as well, except in
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the special case of working on separate pixels (n>m=1). An additional smoothing
(when m>1) can be applied to achieve more ‘even’ threshold surface [3, 9]. Gradient
methods [8] for ‘cleaning up possible ghosts’ after binarization, are an efficient
auxiliary procedure in many cases [2].
Decomposition into equal parts is convenient for interpretation but poses certain
problems like: (i) the optimal choice of window dimensions and the scanning order at
the same time [4], (ii) the problem of adaptation to areas occupied entirely with
background or object, i.e. when only one of the two classes is practically present, etc.
Thus in [4] a parameter adjustment is proposed (but (?) if the average intensity
steadily approaches the background or the object intensity). In [9], a neighbour
extrapolation is considered for the case of no threshold decision (but (?) if the
neighbours are of the same type of ambiguity).
An uneven decomposition may solve these problems. There are known wellstructured approaches to obtain an uneven division, for example by Q-tree [10] or by
B-tree [11, 12]. But few data is available on their use for binarization, probably due to
possible complexity of algorithms or due to the assumption that a global binarization
method could be applied almost directly.
Using a B-tree approach to histogram binarization we search for an algorithm
data-driven to the local particularities of text images as well as the noise over them.
3

The Binary-Tree Histogram Approach to Binarization

It can be shown that considering a Q-tree instead of the simpler B-tree approach for
image decomposition does not lead to more favourable conditions for binarization. We
shall consider the following
3.1 B-tree Based Algorithm
A1: (Initialization): Make the initial image current.
A2: (Base Recursion): Split alternatively (horizontally or vertically) the current
image (parent) into two equal parts (daughters), and decide: (i) make the daughter a
new parent and proceed with its division, or (ii) binarize it, and proceed with the rest of
daughters if exist, otherwise end.
3.2 Choice of a Global Binarization Method for Application
The binarization of the daughters by their histogram can be performed by a known
method [1, 2, 3]. Most methods expect a Gaussian distribution of the two classes O
and B of binarization, with parameters: µO and µB (mean values), σO and σB (variances);
ωO and ωB , ωO+ωB=1 (normalized class areas), cf. [3, 4, 6, 9]. Entropy approaches are
viewed as optimal (in a Bayesian sense). Modelling by mixed populations yields the
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same best result [6]. Also, the authors proved there that the Otsu's method [5] was
optimal only for the case: ωO=ωB=1/2 and σO=σB . Besides, the iterative approaches [3]
are rather “clumsy” to be used in our case.
Like in [4], we think that the Otsu's method performance is good enough, and,
what is more important − is apt to determine two classes (except when σO=σB=0, and
µO=µB ). The optimal threshold τ , τ∈[L,R], is determined using the maximum of the η
criterion, cf. [1, 2, 5, 6] :
η = ωO ωB (µO − µB ) 2/σ 2 = (ωO (µO − µ ) 2 + ωB (µB − µ ) 2)/σ 2 ; (1)
where µ and σ are the total mean and variance of the image.
As Otsu notes in [5], the maximum of η can be considered a measure of
“goodness” of the image. Still, η does not distinguish between “pure” cases
(σO=σB=0, µO ≠µB when η ≡ 1). So, we introduce the following modified quality
measure:
1
(∆µ ) 3
ξ = η.∆µ /( R− L) =  .  , ∆µ =µO−µB.
(2)
( R− L) (σO ) 2/ωB + (σB ) 2/ωO + (∆µ ) 2
Clearly, the new measure ξ is normalized ( ξ∈[0,1] ) and is monotonically varying
with ∆µ , σO , σB , and with ωO∈(0, σB /σO] , ωO∈[σB /σO ,1) , like η.
3.3 Description of the Proposed Algorithm. Experiments
The comparative study of experiments on 8 text images (256×256×256), with different
amount of noise, leads us to the following algorithm for decision making in the base
recursion (BR):
D1: Compute parameters ( ωO , µO , σO ; ωB , µB , σB ; τ , µ , σ ) for the current parent
〈O0 , B0〉 and its two daughters 〈O1 , B1〉, 〈O2 , B2〉 according to Otsu [5], and
if (the dimensions of 〈O0 , B0〉 have reached a predetermined low bound )
then ( binarize 〈O1 , B1〉 and 〈O2 , B2〉 by τ0 and goto D4 ); else continue;
D2: Compute the measures ξι ,ι=0,1,2 (for the three subimages) by (2). Declare the
threshold τι , ι∈{0,1,2} of the image with highest ξ , a dominant threshold τDom .
D3: Make a choice for each daughter, i.e.:
for (ι =1, 2 ) do
if ( the daughter 〈Oι , Bι 〉 has got the dominating threshold )
then call BR for 〈Oι , Bι 〉, i.e. make it current parent and proceed it;
else if ( ((τDom+τι )/2 ≤ µOι+ σOι ) or (µBι+ σBι ≤ (τDom+τι )/2 ) )
then binarize 〈Oι , Bι 〉 by the threshold (τDom+τι )/2 , and goto D4;
else call BR for 〈Oι , Bι 〉 (i.e. forwards by the BR-tree);
D4: return (i.e. backwards by the BR-tree).
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Figure 1. Three text images binarization results. From the left to the right side − the originals;
their division; their binarization by the proposed method, and by the Otsu’s method.

The results of this algorithm on 3 test images, compared to the global method of
Otsu, are shown in Fig. 1. Subimages with a lower ξ (including the extreme case:
σO=σB=0, and µO=µB ) are prone to binarization, while these with a higher ξ (including
the extreme case: σO=σB=0, and µO<µB ) are rather inclined to further division. The
obtained layout of “minimal subimages” tends to areas with maximal gradient (i.e. to
cover the text object). This effect, though positive, actually leads to lengthening the
processing of “clear” images. The latter phenomenon can be limited by setting a
bound ξmax for ξ .
4 Improvements to the Proposed Algorithm. A Future Work
Further experiments show that the proposed algorithm meets difficulties when
processing rather noisy images. Similar images are usually obtained by TV-cameras
working in poor lighting environment. Several approaches considered to help in
solving this problem has been investigated. Three of them are briefly reported below:
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A1: After a histogram smoothing (i.e. computing a moving average on a segment
δ, δ=0,1,...(R−L)/2 ), the current histograms (of the parent and its two daughters, at the
current node of B-tree) would fall in two classes: bimodal and unimodal. Bimodal
histograms, especially with δ=0, are intuitively preferred for binarization to unimodal
ones which “tend” (except in the case: ξ=0 ) to further division. Besides, as the
process is going forwards the tree, ωO is inclined to increase and ωB is inclined to
decrease or vice versa,i.e. an intensity mean inversion during division. Comparative
experiments (not listed) show no better results.
A2: After each division (at B-tree node), the following conditions must hold:
|ωC0 − λωC1 − (1−λ)ωC2 | = ∆ω(τ1,τ0 ,τ2 ) ≈ 0,
|ωC0µC0 − λωC1µC1 − (1−λ)ωC2µC2 | = ∆µ(τ1,τ0 ,τ2 ) ≈ 0 ;

(3)

where ωCι=ωCι (τι ), µCι=µCι (τι ), C∈{O,B}, ι∈{0,1,2}; and 0≤λ≤1 is the coefficient of
splitting (in our case λ≈1/2). These conditions, together with the correlation between
the measures ξι=ξι (τι ), ι∈{0,1,2}, taken for all splitting following the algorithm, leads
to an optimis ation task for correction of the correspondent thresholds τι , ι∈{0,1,2}.
Because of the task complexity, an iterative (top-down and vice versa) approach has
been experimented to evaluate optimal thresholds.
A3: Proceeding the whole B-tree, from an initial image to minimal subimages, we
can observe the trend of subimages to cluster, see Fig. 2. This phenomenon is mostly
manifested in the case of field (µ0 ,σ0 ), and field (∆µ ,ϕ) as well where:
ϕ = ϕ0 = λ1λ2(∆µ ) 2 / ( λ1(σ1 ) 2+λ2(σ2 ) 2+λ1λ2(∆µ ) 2 ) , ∆µ =µ1−µ2.

(4)

by analogy with (1) and (2), λ1≈λ2≈1/2, cf. (3), and µι , σι , ι∈{0,1,2} are the total means
and variances of the subimages. Obviously, the latter allows a classification of
subimages into two classes to be done. For instance, Fig. 2a, the first class (σ≤σlimit)
consists of single-coloured (O or B) subimages, while the second class (σ>σlimit)
consists of parti-coloured (O and B) ones. Instead of discussing methods of more
sophisticated classification, we represent only the results of an improved algorithm
for binarization, Fig. 3. Its resemblance to the method for a stepwise down-top merging
by Beaulieu and Goldberg [12] can be lightly proved. And this improvement of the
proposed algorithm has to be considered the most promising one in our research so
far.
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Figure 2. Trends to clustering for the image of Fig. 3: (a) the field (µ0 ,σ0 ), and (b) the field (∆µ ,ϕ )
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Figure 3. Binarization results for a rather ‘dirty’ image by the improved algorithm, cf. A3.
From the left to the right side − the original; their division; their binarization by the improved
as well as by the base algorithm, cf. 3.3 (instead of the global Otsu’s which gives nothing in the
case).
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Conclusion

A modified measure of the quality of text -and-graphics images is proposed. A heuristic
B-tree algorithm for data-driven binarization is developed. Improvements of the above
described technique are under investigation. It can be stated that the method
efficiency is comparable to the efficiency of known methods [2, 4], but possesses to a
higher extent the advantage of data driven processing. The approach can be applied
for processing of images captured by a TV-camera.
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